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life. He found her beautiful, sweet, desirable. He perceived depths of tenderness in her, prospects which were intoxicating in themselves, even if they led only to the shifts and shadows of a secret intimacy.
" My dear, dear friend ! " he murmured. " My dear Marie ! Just a quarter of an hour like this, from time to time. That's all I ask."
She looked at him. Her lips were trembling a little. It was years since anybody had spoken to her like this. And the man who was speaking to her like this was Sammecaud, every feature of whose face she knew, every inflexion of his voice, his beginning of baldness, his slight greying at the temples, his favourite ideas, his fads about food. Whose limitations she thought she knew; but no, she did not know them. "Whom she had been sure would never be dangerous to her peace of mind.
But here he was, more dangerous, perhaps, than any stranger. Because a stranger is absolutely strange. It is precisely the excess of strangeness about Vttm that puts you on your guard. Even if he seems to conquer you all at once, he comes up for a long time against a whole series of invisible entrenchments in which you keep on taking refuge. But when Sammecaud, this familiar figure, presented himself with a certain amount of stranger under his arm, your surprise would not help you to prevent him from passing, he and his baggage. You would be like a familiar path to "htm^ along which one made rapid strides.
He got up, He kissed the hand which Marie de Champ-cenais surrendered to him. They had the feeling that they were growing young again together. The mouse-grey and pale rose boudoir, the tea-gown, the scent of intimacy, the light of the rue Mozart made up a silken network in which the future, about which neither of them had been thinking, but which had flown in like a bird through the window, had oddly become caught, Marie knew very well that, even now, she had only to raise her hand to release it. But in her, together with any desire to find a counter-thrust, any effort of will to make a choice was also in suspense.

